tein to increase its juiciness. She heated

od to extract proteins from soya beans.

the purified proteins to 70 degrees Cel-

PhD student Yu Peng altered this industri-

sius. This alters the properties so that

al process so that the proteins form vege-

the substance retains more water, like a

tarian ‘meat’ that is juicier and healthier.

sponge, and less water runs out of
the vegetarian meat when it is fried.

The consumption of meat substitutes has

‘This heating stage is a promising way

increased since the 1990s and with it the

to make meat substitutes more meat-like,’

demand for soya proteins, the key ingre-

says Peng.

dient of these products. But standard

Heating enables
the product
to retain more
water, like a
sponge

ide, which
increases
the calcium
content of
the soya
protein.
Does that
make extra

calcium in the soya protein the solution
for vegans? ‘This new extra step ensures

soya proteins are not equally suited for

Strong bones

all applications. ‘Each end product, such

Meat substitutes and other plant-

tains six milligrams of calcium’, Peng

as vegan cheese, burgers and yoghurt,

based foodstuffs contain little calcium,

explains. ‘That’s still not enough, since

requires soya proteins with very different

which is essential for healthy teeth and

the daily recommended dosage is near-

properties,’ Peng explains. The PhD can-

bones. This is why vegans often don’t

ly one gram. But it is a step in the right

didate hopes that altering these proper-

get enough calcium from their diet. In

direction.’

ties will enable the industry to make soya

the standard process, sodium is added

proteins with just the right properties for

to make the proteins pH-neutral and

the product they are used in.

improve their solubility in water. Peng

Peng added a step at the end of the

discovered the same result could be

industrial process for making soya pro-

achieved by adding calcium hydrox-

that each gram of protein extract con-

nvtwh

The soft song of the zebra finch
hear each other

nature. Most of the singing happens once

from more than

a partner has already been found.

nine metres

So why do zebra finches sing? Loning: ‘My

away. ‘And that

hypothesis is that they time brooding this

an avian model for research on birdsong,

is the detection

way. There are advantages to having their

challenges this idea. The most extensively

range,’ Loning

young at the same time. It makes it easier for

You hardly ever hear zebra finches singing
in the wild. Why not? Birds sing loudly to
attract a partner or to mark their territory,
or so the theory goes. But the zebra finch,

They only hear
each other at
nine metres away

researched songbird in the world pretty

adds. ‘At nine metres, you hear only some

much whispers, discovered PhD candidate

of the song.’ Loning also studied the dis-

Hugo Loning.

tance between the birds when they sing.

Loning conducted his research on the

That distance averages just

zebra finch’s song in Australia, the home

one and a half metres, an

of this little bird, which is also a popular

observation that is supported

pet. Loning recorded the song and calls of

by the measurements.

the birds, edited his recordings to obtain a

So the zebra finch’s song

standard sound, and measured how far the

is too soft to communicate

different frequencies of that sound carried.

across distances. Which is

Simultaneous brooding

young birds to find mates, for example.’ rk

not something they need to
do, as these birds are not

He then compared the picture he got to the

territorial. Nor do they use

zebra finch’s hearing threshold, which had

their song to attract a poten-

been determined in previous research. And

tial mate: zebra finches are

what did he find? Zebra finches cannot

monogamous and faithful by

Photo Hugo Loning
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Heating soya proteins produces juicier
and healthier vegetarian meat

